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PART  A
1. _____ John give you those flowers ?
A) Did

B) Have

C) Was

D) Is

2. To tell something apart is to _____
A) put it aside for later use
B) correct someone
C) find the differences
D) find similarities
3. Women _____ vote in England until 1922.
A) can
B) are able to
C) managed to

D) couldnt

4. The lift is out of _____ so well have to walk.
A) function
B) order
C) running

D) work

5. ________ an empty seat at the back of the bus.
A) She happened to find
B) She happened to meet
C) It happened her that she found
D) It happened her that she met
6. Many adult students of English wish they ______ their language studies earlier.
A) would start
C) would have started

B) started
D) had started

7. I lived in Delhi _____ several years.
A) while

B) during

C) for

8. Theyll work on the problem ______ they solve it.
A) why
B) by
C) until

D) in
D) that

9. At first I found learning English very easy, but now I dont think Im _____ any
progress at all.
A) doing
B) making
C) showing

D) getting
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10. If we compare the mass of hydrogen in a star with the rate at which energy ______,
we can estimate its potential life.
A) is being emitted
B) be emitted
C) was emitted
D) will be emitted
11. In cricket, the two sets of wickets are
A) 18 yards apart
C) 22 yards apart

B) 20 yards apart
D) 24 yards apart

12. Dr. Joon Lew of Korea, the recipient of international Gandhi Award is known for his
service in the ?
A) Eradication of Leprosy
B) Campaigning against AIDS
C) Against Drugs
D) Against Child Labour
13. The Bhakti movement was not aimed at
A) Abolishing idol worship
B) Eradicating caste system
C) Popularizing Hinduism
D) Establishing a new religion
14. What is a scheduled bank ?
A) A bank having a deposit of Rs. 100 crore
B) A bank included in the second schedule of RBI
C) A bank with more than 50 branches
D) None of these
15. Which among the following States has the highest number of arsenic affected people
in the country ?
A) Assam
B) Bihar
C) Jharkhand
D) West Bengal
16. If 2x + y = 17; y + 2z = 15 and x + y = 9, then what is the value of 4x + 3y + z ?
A) 41
B) 43
C) 45
D) 42
17. Rohit spends 40% of his salary on food, 20% on house rent, 10% on entertainment
and 10% on conveyance. If his savings at the end of a month are Rs. 1500, then the
his monthly salary is
A) Rs. 6,000
B) Rs. 7,500
C) Rs. 8,000
D) Rs. 10,000
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18. Simple interest on a certain amount is 9/16 of the principal. If the number representing
the rate of interest in percent and time in years be equal, then time, for which principal
is lent out is
A) 5 ½ years

B) 6 ½ years

C) 7 years

D) 7 ½ years

19. Fresh watermelons contain 90% water by weight whereas dry watermelons contain
20% water by weight. What is the weight of dry watermelon obtained form 20 kgs of
fresh watermelon ?
A) 2.4 kg

B) 2 kg

C) 2.5 kg

D) Cannot be determined

20. A, B and C together earn Rs. 300 per day, whereas A and C together earn Rs. 188 and
B and C together earn Rs. 152. The daily earning of C is
A) Rs. 40

B) Rs. 68

C) Rs. 112

D) Rs. 150

B) 1607249

C) 1701249

D) 1708249

21. 1307 x 1307 = ?
A) 1601249

22. If green means red, red means yellow, yellow means blue, blue means orange and
orange means green, what is the colour of clear sky ?
A) Blue

B) Red

C) Yellow

D) Green

23. Lakshmi and Meena are Rohans wives. Shalini is Meenas step-daughter. How is
Lakshmi related to Shalini ?
A) Sister

B) Mother-in-law

C) Mother

D) Step-mother

24. Statements :
I. The government has allowed private airline companies in India to operate to
overseas destinations.
II. The national air carrier has increased its flights to overseas destinations.
A) Statement I is the cause and statement II is its effect
B) Statement II is the cause and statement I is its effect
C) Both the statements I and II are independent causes
D) Both the statements I and II are effects of independent causes
25. Abduction is related to Kidnapping in the same way as Larceny is related to ?
A) Theft

B) Crime

C) Blackmail

D) Sin
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PART  B
26· If in a triangle the ratio of the angles is 1:2:3, then the ratio of sides is
A) 1:2:3
B) 1:Ö3 : 2
C) 1:1: Ö2
D) 1: Ö2:Ö 3
27. 66 cubic centimetres of silver is drawn into a wire of 1 mm diameter. The length of
the wire in metres will be
A) 84
B) 90
C) 168
D) 336
28. To use the line tool from the command panel, following abbreviation can be entered
A) lin
B) li
C) l
D) ln.
29. A zero net energy building is one that
A) over the course of a year, generates energy onsite, using clean renewable
resources, in a quantity equal to or greater than the total amount of energy
consumed
B) does not have any electric lamps
C) has a state of art diesel generator sets that start in virtually zero time
D) efficiently uses bio-diesel for all building heating systems
30. The threshold for sound level that causes fatigue after prolonged exposure is
approximately
A) 20 db
B) 50 db
C) 80 db
D) 110 db
31. The gross built up area including basement parking, balconies, fire staircases etc.
you can build on a plot measuring 2500 sq. meter with permissible FAR of 2.5 will
be about
A) 6250 sq m
B) 7500 sq m
C) 5250 sq m
D) Based on soil condition
32. FSC certified timber is harvested from sustainable forests. What does FSC stand
for ?
A) Forest Saving Community
B) Friendly Stewardship Council
C) Forest Stewardship Council
D) Fire Safety Council
33. Who is the architect of Shorabji Godrej Green business centre, Hyderabad ?
A) Satish Grover
B) Karan Grover
C) B.V. Doshi
D) Charles Chorea
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34. Which of the following will make a shopping mall a truly gender sensitive design of
international standards. ?
A) Shops for women
B) Central Atrium
C) Well-equipped toilet with baby care service
D) Escalators
35. The most commonly used pump for lifting sewage is
A) Air pressure pump
B) Centrifugal pump
C) Reciprocating pump
D) Pneumatic pump
36. World Environment day is
A) 7th June
B) 5th June

C) 8th March

D) 29th June

37. When carbon monoxide, radon, formaldehyde, and nicotine found in a buildings
indoor air are all classified as
A) ventilation components
B) hydrocarbon-fuel emissions
C) building-materials emissions
D) indoor-air contaminants
38. When using the Stretch tool in AUTOCAD
A) Circles can be stretched into ellipses
B) The tool has no effect upon circles
C) Be careful because circles can be erased
D) Treat circles like any other part of the drawing being stretched.
39. HVAC stands for
A) Heating, Vacuuming, and Air Conditioning
B) Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning
C) Heavy Ventilation and Air Conditioning
D) Humidifier, Vacuum, Air ducts, and Cooling
40. World Water Day is
A) 3rd March
B) 22nd March

C) 5th June

D) 1st April

41. A tree of 15 m height is required to shade the entire southern wall of the building of
, what should be the maximum distance of the
5 m height. At a solar altitude of
tree from the building wall.
A) 9 m
B) 15 m
C) 10 m
D) 7.072 m
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42. Which one of the following is not true when selecting windows for a building :
A) A high visible light transmission value indicates that more light can pass through
B) A high air leakage rate value indicates a tighter seal
C) A low solar heat gain coefficient value indicates that less heat is transmitted
D) A low heat transfer coefficient indicates better thermal value
43. Sustainable Architecture considers environmental, social, and ____________ impacts
of a building.
A) technological
B) economic
C) political
D) legal
44. As per Clarence A. Perry, what would be the maximum radius for an ideal
neighborhood design ?
A) 2 miles

B) 5 miles

C) 1 mile

D) 0.5 miles

45. Municipal Solid Waste (Management & Handling) Rules came into force in the year
A) 2015
B) 1998
C) 2000
D) 1997
46. Vaastu Shastra is believed to be a part of
A) Yajur Veda
B) Saam Veda
C) Atharva Veda
D) Rig Veda
47. Calculate the time interval (T) taken at each landing of a passenger lift in a fivestorey building with round trip time of 165 is
A) 33s
B) 35s
C) 40s
D) 20s
48. Who is the first female architect to win Pritzker award ?
A) Zaha Hadid B) Maya Lin
C) Jeanne Gang

D) Rocio Romero

49. What will the cost of painting a cube of 125 cubic meter at the rate of Rs 10 per sq.
meter ?
A) Rs. 1,250
B) Rs. 1,500
C) Rs. 1,000
D) Rs. 1,525
50. What does LEED stand for ?
A) Leadership in Energy Efficiency Design
B) Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
C) Leadership in Energy Emissions Design
D) Leading Energy Efficient Design
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51. Which of the following types of portable fire extinguisher is appropriate for fires
generated by electrical equipment ?
A) Loaded stream water base only
B) Pressure water base only
C) Carbon dioxide and dry chemical
D) Loaded stream water base, carbon dioxide, and dry chemical
52. For effective drainage the finished surface of flat roof should have a minimum slope of
A) 1 in 100
B) 1 in 5
C) 1 in 20
D) 1 in 10
53. The age of a tree can be known by examining
A) Cambium layer
B) Annular rings
C) Medullary rays
D) Heart wood
54. Which of the following is a rapidly renewable building material ?
A) Bamboo
B) Clay bricks
C) Timber
D) Aluminum
55. DWF is an abbreviation for a file extension. The abbreviation stands for
A) Drawing with files
B) Design with file
C) Design Web File
D) Design Web Format
56. The sides of a triangle are 9, 12 and 15 cm. Then this triangle is a
A) right-angled triangle
B) acute-angled triangle
C) obtuse-angled triangle
D) equilateral triangle
57. Find out the odd pair
A) Jean Nouvel  One central park
B) HOK  Denver International airport
C) Norman Foster  City hall, London
D) Diller Scofidio  Blur building, Switzerland
58. Ozone depletion is caused by
A) carbon dioxide
C) nitrous oxide

B) methane
D) chlorofluorocarbon

59. Which phenomenon moves water from surface supplies to the atmosphere in the
hydrologic cycle ?
A) Precipitation
B) Gravity
C) Evaporation
D) Condensation
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60. Who are the architects of Indias Parliament House ?
A) Sir Edwin Lutyens and Sir Gordon Leith
B) Sir Edwin Lutyens and Sir Christopher Wren
C) Sir Edwin Lutyens and Sir Herbert Baker
D) Sir Edwin Lutyens and Sir Sobhraj
61. Which one of the following has highest strength to weight ratio ?
A) Aluminum

B) Copper

C) Mild Steel

D) Silver

62. Ozone-depleting substances are commonly found in which products ?
A) Paints and lacquers

B) Refrigerants

C) Household appliances

D) Cigarettes

63. Salvaging of bricks and stones from an old building for use in a new building is an
example of what type of practice ?
A) Reusing

B) Reducing

C) Recycling

D) Retrofitting

C) Altimeter

D) Ammeter

64. Electric current is measured by
A) Voltmeter

B) Anemometer

65. Which of the following types of concrete construction is reinforced with tensioned
high-strength steel-wire strands ?
A) Tilt-up

B) Prestressed

C) Cast-in-place

D) Precast

66. Which of the following is not a renewable energy source ?
A) Oil

B) Solar

C) Hydroelectric

D) Biomass conversion

67. In case of climate change, poor countries may suffer greater damage than rich ones
because they
A) cause more pollution

B) often have a wetter climate

C) have smaller adaptability

D) have huge agricultural base

68. Adobe is the term associated with
A) Earth architecture

B) Drawing software

C) Habitat

D) Comfort cooling
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69. Which of the following can be used most effectively to limit low-frequency sounds
in an HVAC system ?
A) Turning vanes

B) Duct lining

C) Mufflers

D) Dampers

70. BREEAM (Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method),
is the worlds longest established method of assessing, rating, and certifying
the sustainability of buildings. In which country this method was developed?
A) Netherlands

B) USA

C) UK

D) Germany

71. The U-value of a wall assembly includes resistance allowances for each of the
following factors EXCEPT
A) air spaces

B) orientation

C) interior air film

D) exterior air film

72. In which place in India can we find cave temples of three faiths ?
A) Madurai

B) Ellora

C) Delhi

D) Vijayawada

73. Which of the following is the term for the persistence of sound reflected from surfaces
of enclosed spaces ?
A) Creep

B) Dampening

C) Frequency

D) Reverberation

74. ____________ is the oldest and most widely used building material in the world today
for construction of energy efficient houses.
A) Earth

B) Brick

C) Stone

D) Wood

75. The study of the interactions of organisms with each other and with their physical
environment is
A) Biology

B) Science

C) Ecology

D) Environmental studies

76. While using AutoCAD, F9 key of the keyboard is used for
A) Grid on/off

B) Snap on/off

C) Ortho on/off

D) Osnap on/off
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77. Masdar City is designed to be zero-carbon and zero-waste and thus the worlds
most sustainable city. In which country is it located ?
A) Saudi Arabia

B) Sultanate of Oman

C) United Arab Emirates

D) Australia

78. In AutoCAD, drawing templates are held in files with the file extension
A) *.dwt

B) *.dwg

C) *.bmp

D) *.dwr

C) 7.85

D) 9.45

79. What is the specific gravity of steel ?
A) 2.7

B) 4.3

80. In context of light fixtures what does LED stand for ?
A) Lumen Evaluation Data

B) Light Economics Data

C) Light Emitting Diode

D) Linear Energy Density

81. Which of the following is an example of recycled construction material ?
A) Fire bricks

B) Clay Bricks

C) Fly-ash Bricks

D) Cement concrete blocks

82. In which Indian city would you find the mosque with Shaking Minarets ?
A) Ahmedabad

B) Kolkata

C) Hyderabad

D) Lucknow

83. What does the LD in GRIHA LD stands for ?
A) Learning & Development

B) Large Development

C) Long Distance

D) Leadership in Design

84. In which year was GRIHA recognised as the National Green Building Rating System
of India by MNRE ?
A) 2006

B) 2014

C) 2007

D) 1989

85. In calculations of lighting levels, the coefficient of utilization is defined as the
percentage of total lamp lumens that
A) leave the luminaries
B) reach the work plane
C) are lost because of lamp age
D) are lost because of environmental dust
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86. Which of the following items is NOT required for plumbing waste-drainage systems ?
A) Trap

B) Vacuum breaker

C) Vent

D) Cleanout

87. Which of the following may be a source of a buildings heat loss ?
A) Air infiltration

B) Occupants

C) Insolation

D) Electric lighting

88. The sun is at the lowest point in the sky in the northern hemisphere on the day of
A) vernal equinox

B) summer solstice

C) autumnal equinox

D) winter solstice

89. A measure of the ease with which a particular fluid flows through the voids of soil
is called
A) permeability B) compressibility

C) osmosis

D) cohesion

90. ____________ is a term used to categorize methods of construction which do not
involve any professional and use locally available resources and traditions to build
houses.
A) Vernacular Architecture

B) Theory of Architecture

C) Indian Architecture

D) Classical Architecture

91. Building failure can often be traced to unstable subsoil conditions. Which of the
following subsurface conditions is likely to cause differential settlement of building
foundations ?
A) Large beds of clay contained in gravel
B) Small boulders dispersed in gravel
C) Stratified rock
D) A deep layer of dry sand and gravel
92. The characteristic of an existing structure that will directly affect the thermal
environment of adjacent new construction is its
A) mechanical systems

B) texture

C) shadow pattern

D) footprint

93. The practice of balancing cut and fill is used in
A) site grading

B) sediment control

C) land reclamation

D) footing excavation
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94. Which one of the following is not an example of e-waste ?
A) Television
B) Washing Machine
C) Mobile Phone
D) Bicycle
95. Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) are commonly found in
A) paints and lacquers
B) refrigerants and air-conditioners
C) household appliances
D) Organic Food
96. Water-detention areas are used primarily for which of the following ?
A) To create swimming and recreation areas
B) To provide aesthetically pleasing vistas
C) To control surface water runoff
D) To act as reservoirs in periods of drought
97. Heat island effect is primarily caused by
A) Ozone pollution from vehicles
B) Retention of solar energy in hardscape and building mass
C) Heat exhausting from building mechanical systems
D) Light colored paving and roofing surfaces
98. In a simple living pattern, water consumption of around ____________ litres per person
per day is fairly typical to include all cooking & drinking requirements when water
has to be brought from a distance.
A) 10
B) 45
C) 105
D) 140
99. The minimum road curb length required for parking 10 cars perpendicular to the
road is ____________
A) 15m
B) 35m
C) 25m
D) 40 m
100. The use of local material is an example of economic sustainability in architecture
primarily because
A) they are readily available
B) their transport costs are minimal
C) their use generates employment for local people
D) their use reduces labour costs.
______________
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